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Abstract: Explainable recommendation systems deal with the problem
of ‘Why’. Besides providing the user with the recommendation, it is also
explained why such an object is being recommended. It helps to improve
trustworthiness, effectiveness, efficiency, persuasiveness, and user satisfaction
towards the system. To recommend the relevant information with an
explanation to the user is required. Existing systems provide the top-k
recommendation options to the user based on ratings and reviews about
the required object but unable to explain the matched-attribute-based
recommendation to the user. A framework is proposed to fetch the most
specific information that matches the user requirements based on Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA). The ranking quality of the recommendation
list for the proposed system is evaluated quantitatively with Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)@k, which is better than the existing
systems. Explanation is provided qualitatively by considering trustworthiness
criterion i.e., among the seven explainability evaluation criteria, and its metric
satisfies the results of proposed method. This framework can be enhanced to
accommodate for more effectiveness and trustworthiness.

Keywords: Explainable recommendation; data analysis; formal concept
analysis (FCA) approach

1 Introduction

Explainable recommendation helps with the development of methods to pitch in searching data
and generating a quality recommendation. Besides, it tops it up with an explanation of recommended
items which enhances the transparency, trustworthiness, and effectiveness of the system. In explainable
recommendation, different methods such as neural networks, domain knowledge graph [1], improved
knowledge graph attention network [2], knowledge graphs [3], matrix factorization [4], Multi-domain
Matrix Factorization (MF) recommendation systems, and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [5],
and collaborative filtering [6] have been used in recommending the relevant results based on the user
query with an explanation. One of those methods is Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), a mathematical
approach for analyzing the given data and creating hierarchies i.e., concept lattice, based on sub-
concept super-concept manner [7]. FCA provides an efficient way of data analysis and helps in creating
a meaningful relationship among objects and attributes present in the data for information retrieval [8].
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To retrieve relevant, precise and explainable summary of information from knowledge sources
for trustworthy recommendation to user is required. The work addresses the problem of surplus
information by targeting the summarized version of source data and delivers end user with the most
relevant information he requires [4]. State-of-the-art explainable recommendation methods [3,6] use
diverse approaches towards finding the relevant information to be recommended. However, there is a
need to apply different data analysis methods to explain the recommended data to users by improving
the accuracy and efficiency of the recommendation system. Rigorous evaluation of different existing
explainable recommendation systems has shown that for relevant information extraction, FCA was the
choice in recent past to traverse the concept lattice generated for user profile [9]. It is also the method
to explain the amazon items based on their ratings [9]. However, the need is to have the user’s required
attribute-based explanation for the recommended object to enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of
the explainable recommendation system [9].

Targeting at improving the accuracy, usefulness, and quality of explainable recommendation, an
explainable recommendation framework is proposed by using the mathematical approach of data
analysis method i.e., formal concept analysis (FCA). In research studies, it is found that FCA is helpful
in providing information structure of the recommendation system and this information further helps
in explaining it to the system’s end user.

The real dataset is used for the implementation of the proposed way of formal concept analysis
method. Both text and ontological resources are used to determine the most relevant concepts of the
concerned domain. Natural language helps to understand the query and Information Retrieval (IR)
coupled with Machine Learning based approaches to retrieve documents from multiple sources and
summarized them according to the most relevant concepts extracted through FCA.

In the present research work, the FCA approach is being used by exploring more about its other
sub-methods i.e., infimum and supremum of the formal concepts generated. The idea is to utilize
this method for specific concept retrieval against the user query. As infimum of the formal concepts
is the most specific concept among them, and supremum is the most generalized concept [7]. In
recommending the specific formal concept to the user in response to a query, the attributes-based
explanation is provided. Attributes based explanation is about explaining the matched and required
attributes combination.

The explanation for recommendation is evaluated by qualitative and quantitative methods. As the
explainable recommendation is good in improving the trustworthiness, scrutability, persuasiveness,
transparency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of recommendation systems [10], the research work is
evaluated through a qualitative approach by considering one of these factors, i.e., trustworthiness.
Quantitative evaluation is done by measuring the ranking quality of the recommendation list through
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) @k.

Application areas of this research include Explainable Recommendation and Search (EARS),
data mining, knowledge management, machine learning and information retrieval. Users of recom-
mendation systems actually interact with the backend knowledge bases of recommenders, to get the
required relevant knowledge from the sources that are attached with the system. These knowledge
bases comprising ontological data or random text documents are the essential resources for researchers
to carry on their research experiments. The methods and techniques implemented in this research will
assist the recommendation system users to get the most relevant knowledge of their required domain
by using the textual and knowledge base sources in the form of precise and trustworthy summarized
explanations.
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2 Background
2.1 Explainable Recommendation

Explainable recommendation and search promote the development of methods for searching data
and generating a quality based recommendation. In addition to that, it explains the recommended item
for enhancing the transparency, trustworthiness, and effectiveness of the system [3]. In the literature,
some explainable recommender models have been proposed for improving the recommendation
accuracy and performance, prediction accuracy and scalability, and to overcome the new user cold-
start problem [5].

In [3], Rose had explained the Knowledge graphs and Neural Networks for explainable recommen-
dation systems. In this research, knowledge graphs are used to enhance the recommendation accuracy
by presenting the ranked list of entities as an explanation.

In [4], Zhang had worked on Matrix Factorization for discussing Data Explainability, Model
Explainability, and Economic Explainability. The explanation is given here in the form of an abstract
summary. RS performance is evaluated by Bordered Block Diagonal Form (BBDF) matrices, pre-
diction accuracy, and scalability. In [5] has touched the area of Explainable Recommendations
and search (EARS) by using Multi-domain Matrix Factorization (MF) recommendation systems
and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM)). The researcher has overcome the new user cold-start
problem using different measures i.e., Bilgic & Mooney’s measure of the quality of an explanation
through explainability matrix, Mean Average Precision (MAP), Area Under Curve (AUC) for RS
evaluation [5] . In literature [11–13], has given a detailed overview in a survey about explainable
recommendation system, in which these knowledge-based explainable recommendation systems are
referenced. In recent research work [9], FCA has been used by traversing the concept lattice generated
for user-profiles and giving explanations about the amazon items based on their ratings. They have
defined different types of explanations based on item-style, property-style, and dependency style.

2.2 FCA and Infimum-Supremum Concepts

FCA is a mathematical framework of data analysis that determines conceptual organizations
among data [14]. In analyzing the data, FCA explores the meaningful information consisting of
objects and attributes. FCA receives a single input of data i.e., a combination of objects and attributes.
After processing, it outlays two outputs i.e., Concept Lattice and attributes implications. Some of the
important definitions used in the proposed framework are described below.

Formal Context, Concepts, and Lattice overview in FCA

Definition 1: A Formal Context (P, M, I) consists of two sets P and M, and a binary relation I ⊆
P × M. The elements of P are called the objects, and M corresponds to the attributes of (P, M, I). If
p ∈ P and m ∈ M are in relation I, write (p, m) ∈ I or p I M and read this as “object p has attribute
M” [7].

Definition 2: A set (A, B) is a Formal Concept of (P, M, I) iff

A ⊆ P, B ⊆ M,
A′ = B;
and A = B ′.

where

A′ = set of all attributes accessed by all the objects from A

B′ = set of all objects accessing all the attributes from B
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Set A is called the extent of the formal concept (A, B), and set B is called an intent [7].

Formal Concepts as Maximal Rectangles

(A, B) is a formal concept of (P, M, I) iff (A, B) is a maximal rectangle in (P, M, I). Let suppose
(A1, B1) and (A2, B2) be concepts of (P, M, I). For rectangles (A1, B1) and (A2, B2), put in Eq. (1),

(A1, B1) ⊆ (A2, B2) iff A1 ⊆ A2 and B1 ⊆ B2 (1)

So, in any context, the maximal rectangles covering all the objects sharing the same attributes are
the formal concepts of the context [13,14].

Definition 3: Let suppose (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) be formal concepts of (P, M, I). It is said that
(A1, B1) is a sub-concept of (A2, B2) and, likewise (A2, B2) is a super-concept of (A1, B1) iff A1 ⊆ A2.
“≤” sign is used to express this relation and thus have the relation as in Eq. (2):

(A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) <=> A1 ⊆ A2 (2)

The set of all formal concepts of (P, M, I), ordered by this relation, is denoted by β (P, M, I) and
is called the Concept Lattice of the formal context (P, M, I) [7].

Infimum and Supremum of Formal Concepts

Definition 4: For any two formal concepts (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) of some formal context, [13,14]
there are following two concepts:

• Infimum (greatest common sub-concept, Inf/meet/∧) of (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) as in Eq. (3):

(A1, B1) ∧ (A2, B2) = (A1 ∩ A2, ( B1 ∪ B2)
′′) (3)

• Supremum (least common super-concept, sup/join/
∨

) of (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) as in Eq. (4):

(A1, B1) ∨ (A2, B2) = ( (A1 ∪ A2)
′′, B1 ∩ B2) (4)

3 Framework for Explainable Recommendation System (Infimum-based Formal Concept Analysis
Explainable Recommendation (IFCAER))

Given the methods used in state-of-the-art explainable recommendation models, the proposed
framework for explainable recommendation is particularly focused on the Infimum-based FCA
method and the proposed explanation approach is matched-attributes based. To improve the accu-
racy, and usefulness of explainable RS and to make it specifically relevant for the end-user, this
research work has proposed an Explainable Recommendation Framework by using the mathematical
approach of data analysis i.e., Infimum-based Formal Concept Analysis Explainable Recommenda-
tion (IFCAER). Here is the algorithm of an Explainable Recommendation Framework followed by the
flowchart shown in Fig. 1 i.e., describing the whole processing of the Explainable Recommendation
System.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the explainable recommendation framework based on infimum-FCA

3.1 Algorithm

Input: (Pu, Mu) (Query by User, a single object with attributes or combination of objects
and attributes)

Dataset: (Pd, Md) (FCA Context with formal concepts extracted)

➔ Construct Concept Lattice of formal concepts

➔ Matching Input concept with FCA Context

While (PT)

[Match Concepts (Input (Pu, Mu), Formal Concepts of context (Pd, Md)

[Relevance Array [RA] = Matched formal concepts/maximal rectangles

[PT –;

[return RA;

]

➔ Implement Infimum Method

(check Formal Concepts Array FC[RA] in Lattice == Infimum || Supremum)

Do {(Compare (FC[i] && FC[i + 1])
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(traverser lattice)

If FC[i] == Infimum;

{ PUSH (FC[i]) on STACK

Else

PUSH (FC[i + 1]) on STACK }
}

WHILE (Lattice last level);

Return TOP of STACK for recommendation; // FC (Pc, Mc)

➔ Attributes based Explainable Recommendation to User

Output:(Pc, Mc) (Final Explained and Recommended Formal Concept)

3.2 Flowchart

For relevant concept extraction through the proposed algorithm i.e., based on Infimum-FCA, the
symbolic representations of the users, objects, attributes, and their relationship with each other, are
given below in Tab. 1:

Table 1: Symbolic representation of algorithm

Symbol Representation

U Set of all users, as u ∈ U, where u is the specific user who enters the query
P Required object/data
PT Total no. of objects
M Set of attributes
Pu Object required by the user
Mu Attributes of object required by the user
Pd Object mapped from dataset
Md Attributes of object mapped from dataset
Pc Common object (required + recommended)

Final object to be recommended (extracted from the most relevant formal concept)
Mc Common attributes (required + recommended)

3.3 Working of IFCAER Framework

The proposed framework works as in the following steps:

• Input Query
• Knowledgebase Manipulation
• Generate Concept Lattice
• Matching Input Data with Formal Concepts
• FCA Infimum Calculation
• Explainable Recommendation to User
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3.3.1 Input Query

The explainable recommendation system interacts with the user to get the information about the
required product/object along with its attributes to recommend back relevant products. The Input
query is taken to find out the required object and its attributes. User’s requirements or preferences
are identified (through interactive UI) in the form of required object and its attributes or it could be
the combination of objects and their attributes i.e., (required object/data, required attributes of an
object)(Pu, Mu). The flowchart of this process is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the processing of input query

3.3.2 Knowledgebase Manipulation

According to Definition 1 mentioned above, Formal Context (P, M, I) consists of two sets P and
M, and a binary relation I ⊆ P × M. The elements of P are called the objects, and M corresponds to
the attributes of (P, M, I). If p ∈ P and m ∈ M are in relation I, write (p, m) ∈ I or p I M and read this
as “object p has attribute M”. At the beginning of the algorithm, FCA context is the dataset having
objects and attributes. A set (Pd, Md) is a Formal Concept of (P, M, I) iff

Pd ⊆ P,
Md ⊆ M,
P′

d = Md;
and Pd = M ′

d

where, P′
d = set of all attributes accessed by all the objects from A,

M ′
d = set of all objects accessing all the attributes from B. The set Pd is called the extent of the

formal concept (Pd, Md), and the set Md is called its intent.

First, FCA context creator software i.e., FcaBedrock [4], is applied on the real dataset of objects
and attributes i.e., .csv file, to create the context file. In context file creation through FcaBedrock
software, .csv data file is converted into the formal context form i.e., .cxt file. Then this context file is
edited in the FCART tool i.e., context editor [4] for specific information handling. The flowchart of
this process is explained in Fig. 3.
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Knowledgebase Manipulation

Real Dataset (.csv file)
(Identify Objects and Attributes) 

Apply FcaBedrock (FCA Context creator)
(.cxt file creation with single valued attributes)

Apply FCART Tool (FCA Context Editor)

FCA Context 
(Total no. of Objects and single-valued attributes in 

table) 

Input 
O

utput 
Figure 3: Flowchart of the knowledgebase manipulation

3.3.3 Generate Concept Lattice

Maximal rectangles/Formal concepts are retrieved from the FCA formal context and concept
lattice is generated through FCA context editor and lattice generation tool i.e., FCART. Now let say,
(P1, M1) and (P2, M2) be formal concepts of (P, M, I). The set (P1, M1) is a sub-concept of (P2, M2)

and, in the same way (P2, M2) is a super-concept of (P1, M1) iff P1 ⊆ P2. ‘≤’ sign is used to express
this relation and written as in Eq. (5):

(P1, M1) ≤ (P2, M2) 〈=〉 P1 ⊆ P2 (5)

where in Pd, d = 1, 2, . . . , k (here, ‘k’ is the total no. of objects) and in Md, d = 1, 2, . . . , j (here, ‘j’ is
the total no. of attributes)

The set of all formal concepts of (P, M, I) are ordered by this relation, to make the concept lattice
i.e., β (P, M, I). Concept Lattice of formal concepts is generated here. The flowchart of this process is
shown in Fig. 4.

Formal Concepts & Lattice Generation  

FCA Context 

Formal Concepts Retrieval (FCART Tool)

FCA Lattice Generation (FCART Tool)

List of Formal Concepts & Lattice

Input 
O

utput 

Figure 4: Flowchart of generating formal concepts & concept lattice
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3.3.4 Matching Input Data with Formal Concepts

In this step, the concept of input data is matched with the knowledge base i.e., the formal context
of the available dataset and its extracted formal concepts. It means input (Pu, Mu) is matched with
Formal concepts of FCA Context in (Pd, Md). Here (P, M) is a formal concept of (P, M, I) iff (P, M)
is a maximal rectangle in (P, M, I). Let suppose (Pu, Mu) and (Pd, Md) be concepts of (P, M, I), where
‘d’ ranges from 1 to k i.e., the number of objects in the formal context. For rectangles (Pu, Mu) and
(Pd, Md), put in Eq. (6):

(Pu, Mu) ⊆ (Pd, Md) iff Pu ⊆ Pd and Mu ⊆ Md (6)

In any context, the maximal rectangles covering all the objects sharing the same attributes are
the formal concepts of the context. The Relevance Array (RA) is constructed side by side to store the
matched pair of formal concepts/maximal rectangles from the context. This array provides the top-k
recommendation options to the user as per his requirements mentioned in the query. The flowchart of
this process is described in Fig. 5.

Input Concept  Matching with FCA 
Context x ( , ) 

Input Concept 

Input 

Matching with FCA Context 

Create Relevance Array (RA) of matched 
Formal Concepts 

Top-k Recommendation
(Relevance Array) 

O
utput 

Figure 5: Flowchart of matching input data with formal concepts

3.3.5 FCA Infimum Calculation

To further move on in specifying the matched results with user query, matched formal concepts
are extracted and compared with each other for finding out the infimum of the formal concept among
all. In formal concepts, the infimum is considered as the Greatest Common Sub-concept (Greatest
Lower Bound) and it is represented through conjunction or intersection or meet of the concepts. It is
determined by traversing through the concept-lattice and comparing formal concepts with each other.
The flowchart of this process is given in Fig. 6.
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FCA Infimum 

List of Matched Formal Concepts

Compare Matched Formal Concepts by
downward traversing Lattice till bottom 

Comparison based on FCA Infimum method

Infimum Concept (Most Specific/relevant concept 
matching with input concept) 

Input 
O

utput 

Figure 6: Flowchart of calculating FCA infimum

By considering definition 4, for any two formal concepts (P1, M1) and (P2, M2) of some formal
context, infimum is determined by applying the following relation to formal concepts. Infimum
(greatest common sub-concept) of (P1,M1) and (P2, M2) is represented as in Eq. (7):

(P1, M1) ∧ (P2, M2) = (
P1 ∩ P2, ( M1 ∪ M2)

′′) (7)

The symbol ‘∧’ denotes the infimum, and compares the two formal concepts where they meet
together. This process is applied on all pairs of matched formal concepts in lattice to find out the
most specific and relevant concept required by the user i.e., the Infimum of the formal concepts. So, if
formal concepts (P1,M1) and (P2,M2) are comparable then infimum is definitely among them, which
is the one that is the least general. And if two formal concepts are in-comparable i.e., not having the
same extents and intents, then go along the downward edge where they meet/intersect at the lower
node i.e., another formal concept having intersection of objects of (P1,M1) and (P2,M2) i.e., P1 ∩ P2

and union of attributes in them i.e., M1 ∪ M2. It is called the intersection P1 ∩ P2 because it only
covers objects that are common in both. Lattice traversal goes downwards in finding the specific node
until the bottom node. The final infimum formal concept is the one that is most specific in matching
with input data i.e., (Pc, Mc).

3.3.6 Explainable Recommendation to User

Explanations are given by considering the general to specific case relationship among all matched
concepts through traversing concept lattice. Traversing the concept lattice in descending order, it is
found that if more specific the formal concept is, the more it is appropriate for recommendation to the
user. As maximum matched/common attributes are present in the most specific formal concept i.e.,
Infimum. The flowchart of this process is shown in Fig. 7.
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Explainable Recommendation to User

Compare the attributes in resultant Infimum 
concept & Input Concept by user 

Infimum Formal Concept + Input Concept
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More specific the formal concept 
More it satisfies required attributes

Infimum Formal Concept  
(Most appropriate Recommendation to user 

Input 
O

utput 

Figure 7: Flowchart of explainable recommendation to user

3.4 Trustworthiness-based Recommendation

As explainable recommendation is good in improving the trustworthiness, persuasiveness, trans-
parency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of recommendation systems. In explaining recommendation,
the trust parameter of user is targeted [15]. By gaining the trust of user means that you are able
to enhance the confidence level of user towards system. That’s why trust is assumed to be one of
the criteria of good explainable recommendation. This research work is based on attribute-style
explanation, so the trustworthiness is evaluated w.r.t attributes. As many attributes of the required
object are matched from the dataset, the more this object is trustworthy to be recommended towards
user. Trust factor can be calculated for any single user by the newly proposed metric explained below.

Trustworthiness Metric

It is the ratio between the total matched attributes in the formal concept and the total no. of
attributes required by the user in input concept as shown in Eq. (8):

T = MC

MU

(8)

Whereas, (Pu, Mu) is the input concept required by user and (PC, MC) is the final matched concept.
Every (Pd, Md) of the context that is extracted and placed in relevance array, is treated like (PC, MC)
and trust score is calculated against each formal concept in the list.

T = Trustworthiness

MC = Matched attributes in the formal concept, i.e., in (PC, MC)

MU = Total attributes required by the user, i.e., in (Pu, Mu)
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4 Results and Discussion

For the recommendation of relevant information with explanation, the proposed framework
IFCAER is implemented step-by-step on a real dataset in the first section. Then, to evaluate the
performance and effectiveness of an IFCAER, a ranking measure is applied and results are presented
in the second section.

4.1 IFCAER Model Implementation on Real Dataset
4.1.1 Knowledgebase Manipulation

Dataset

Yelp dataset is used for exploratory analysis in data manipulation. A part of it is used for
evaluation to show the results properly. Following is the description of the dataset, where names of
Automobiles are taken as objects and their properties as attributes. Some FCA tools are used for
context creation and lattice generation [16].

4.1.2 Create Context File and Generate Concept Lattice

First FCA context creator software i.e., FcaBedrock [8], is applied to the dataset to create the
context file. Fig. 8 shows the context file creation through FcaBedrock software, where the .csv data
file is converted into the formal context form. Formal Concepts Retrieval from Context file through
FCART Tool is done through FCART context editor i.e., shown in Fig. 9. Tab. 2 shows the symbolic
representations of attributes and objects, taken from the context file.

Figure 8: Yelp dataset .csv data file conversion through FcaBedrock
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Figure 9: FCART context editor

Table 2: Symbolic representations of 14 attributes and 11 objects, taken from the context file

S/N Objects Symbol Attributes Symbol

1 alfa_romero Ar fuel_type_gas Fg
2 alfa_romero Ar Aspiration_std As
3 Audi Ad Aspiration_turbo At
4 Audi Ad number_of_doors_two Dt
5 Audi Ad number_of_doors_four Df
6 Bmw B body_style_convertible Bc
7 Bmw B body_style_hatchback Bh
8 Bmw B body_style-sedan Bs
9 Bmw B drive_wheels_rwd Wr
10 Bmw B drive_wheels_fwd Wf

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
S/N Objects Symbol Attributes Symbol

11 Bmw B engine_location_front Ef
12 / number_of_cylinders_four Cfr
13 / number_of_cylinders_six Cs
14 / number_of_cylinders_five Cfv

4.1.3 FCA Lattice Generation (FCART Tool) & List of Formal Concepts

Maximal rectangles/Formal concepts are retrieved from the FCA formal context and concept
lattice is generated through FCA lattice generation tools i.e., FCART in Fig. 10. Total no. of formal
concepts/maximal rectangles generated through FCART tool is shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 10: Concept lattice of automobile context through FCART tool
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Figure 11: Maximal rectangles/formal concepts of automobile context generated through FCART tool

4.1.4 Formal Concepts Extracted from the Context

Following is the Formal concept narrations in the form of sets by using the symbolic representa-
tionsof attributes and objects. Concepts are depicted through C1, C2, C3 . . . , C32.
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C1: {ar, ar, ad, ad, ad, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm}, {fg,
ef}
C2: { ad, ad, ad, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm },{fg, bf, ef}
C3: { ar, ar, ad, ad, ad, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm },{fg,
as, ef}
C4: { ad, ad, bm, bm, bm },{fg, df, bs, ef}
C5: {ad, ad, ad},{fg, bs, df, ef, cfv}
C6: {ar, ar, ad, bm, bm, bm }, {fg, as, dt, ef}
C7: {ad, ad, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm},{fg, as, bs, ef}
C8: { ar, ar, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm}, {fg, as, dr, ef}
C9: {ad, ad}, {fg, df, bs, wf, ef, cfv}
C10: {ad, bm, bm, bm}, {fg, as, df, bs, ef}
C11: {ad, ad},{fg, as, bs, wf, ef, cfv}
C12: {ar, bm, bm, bm, bm}, {fg, as, wr, ef, cs}
C13: {ar, bm, bm},{fg, as, wr, ef, cfr}
C14: {ad, bm, bm, bm},{fg, as, dt, bs, ef}
C15: { ar, ar, bm, bm, bm},{ fg, as, dt, wr, ef}
C16: {bm, bm, bm, bm, bm, bm},{ fg, as, bs, wr, ef}

C17: {ad},{fg, at, df, bs, wf, ef, cfv}
C18: {ad},{fg, as, df, bs, wf, ef, cfv }
C19: {ad},{fg, as, dt, bs, wf, ef, cfv}
C20: {bm, bm, bm},{fg, as, df, bs, wr, ef}
C21:{ar, bm, bm},{fg, as, dt, wr, ef, cs}
C22: {ar, bm}, {fg, as, dt, wr, ef, cfr}
C23: {bm, bm, bm, bm},{fg, as, bs, wr, ef,
cs}
C24: {bm, bm},{fg, as, bs, wr, ef, cfr}
C25:{bm, bm, bm},{fg, as, dt, bs, wr, ef}
C26: {ar},{fg, as, dt, bh, wr, ef, cs}
C27: {ar}, { fg, as, dt, bc, wr, ef, cfr}
C28: {bm, bm},{fg, as, df, bs, wr, ef, cs}
C29: {bm},{fg, as, df, bs, wr, ef, cfr}
C30: {bm, bm},{fg, as, dt, bs, wr, ef, cs}
C31: {bm}, {fg, as, dt, bs, wr, ef, cfr}
C32: {ø},{fg, as, at, dt, df, bc, bh, bs, wr,
wf, ef, cfr, cs, cfv}

4.1.5 Matching Input Data with Formal Concepts

Input Query

Test Input concept in Tab. 3, is compared with the retrieved formal concepts. Maximum matched
formal concepts or maximal rectangles are identified in Tab. 4.

Table 3: Input concept for testing

Test input concept

1. {bm}, {fg, as, dt, bc, wf, ef, cfr}

Table 4: Matched formal concepts

Matched maximal rectangles (Formal concepts)

C1, C2, C3, C4, C6, C7, C8, C10, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C20, C21, C22, C23, C24, C25, C28,
C29, C30, C31

4.1.6 FCA Infimum Calculation

Now, these Formal Concepts are explained w.r.t the infimum of the formal concepts.

As for any two formal concepts (P1, M1) and (P2, M2) of some formal context, the infimum
(greatest common sub-concept, Inf/meet/∧) of (P1, M1) and (P2, M2) is obtained by the Eq. (7). Apply
this method to identify infimum from the formal concepts that are possibly matched with the required
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input concept. Consider all the matched formal concepts one by one by traveling through the lattice
generated. Compare all the combinations of these concepts and find out the last infimum achieved.
Tab. 5 shows the infimum result of each comparison.

Table 5: Comparing formal concepts and getting infimum

Concept1 ∧ Concept2 Infimum

C2 ∧ C3 C7
C6 ∧ C7 C14
C7 ∧ C8 C16
C13 ∧ C14 C31
C14 ∧ C15 C25
C15 ∧ C16 C25
C22 ∧ C24 C31
C22 ∧ C25 C31
C24 ∧ C25 C31
C7 ∧ C14 C14
C14 ∧ C16 C25
C25 ∧ C31 C31

4.1.7 Final Infimum Concept

All other matched formal concepts comparisons generate C32 as an infimum that has a null object
as an extent, so can’t be considered. So, here it is declared that the Infimum of all possibly matched
concepts is C31, as shown in Fig. 12.

4.1.8 Explainable Recommendation to User

Finally, the infimum of formal concepts that is most appropriate for a recommendation, is
retrieved. At this stage, it is explained to the user why a particular combination of objects and attributes
i.e., infimum formal concept, is being recommended.

� Explanations are given by considering the general to specific case relationship among all
matched concepts through traversing concept lattice.

� Traversing the concept lattice in descending order, it is found that if more specific the formal
concept is, the more it is appropriate for recommendation to the user.

� As maximum matched/common attributes are present in the most specific formal concept i.e.,
Infimum.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis and Explanation

After applying the trustworthiness metric i.e., Eq. (8), on matched formal concepts, trustworthi-
ness score for each formal concept is calculated, as results are shown in Tab. 6.
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Figure 12: Final highlighted node C31 indicating INFIMUM of the formal concepts after step by step
comparison of matched formal concepts

Table 6: Implementation of trustworthiness metric on each matched formal concept

For C1,
T1 = 2/7 = 0.28

For C15,
T15 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C2,
T2 = 2/7 = 0.28

For C16,
T16 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C3,
T3 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C20,
T20 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C4,
T4 = 2/7 = 0.28

For C21,
T21 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C6,
T6 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C22,
T22 = 5/7 = 0.71

For C7,
T7 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C23,
T23 = 3/7 = 0.42

(Continued)
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Table 6: Continued

For C8,
T8 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C24,
T24 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C10,
T10 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C25,
T25 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C12,
T12 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C28,
T28 = 3/7 = 0.42

For C13,
T13 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C29,
T29 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C14,
T14 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C30,
T30 = 4/7 = 0.57

For C31,
T31 = 5/7 = 0.71

Trustworthiness metric ranges from 0–1, if it is closer to 1 the more trustworthy it is. So concepts
C22 and C31 are more trustworthy among all matched concepts because they are having highest
trustworthiness score i.e., 0.71, which is closer to 1.

C22 and C31: 0.71 Trustworthiness score

From the trustworthy point of view, these two concepts can be recommended by giving explanation
about their trustworthiness score. Both are equally able to satisfy the user requirements.

Here two results are generated i.e., final infimum formal concept and final trustworthy formal
concept. Compare both the results and if they are same then it is the required combination of object and
attributes to be recommended to user. At this stage, it is explained to user that why this object is being
recommended. Trustworthiness emphasizes the user satisfaction, and infimum concept is explaining
the most specific and relevant concept to be recommended.

4.3 Quantitative Evaluation and Comparative Analysis

In this part, IFCAER is quantitatively evaluated for an explainable recommendation system, on
a real-world dataset. Benchmark dataset i.e., yelp dataset and its associated baselines are described
first. After that, there is a comparative analysis of the proposed method with state-of-the-art methods,
based on the performance and effectiveness of the system.

Baselines

Results are compared against previous state-of-the-art methods

NMF: Nonnegative Matrix Factorization [17], which is a widely applied latent factor model for
the recommendation.

BPRMF: Bayesian Personalized Ranking on Matrix Factorization [18], which introduces BPR
pairwise ranking constraint into factorization model learning

EFM: Explicit Factor Models [19]. A joint matrix factorization model for an explainable recom-
mendation, which considers user-feature attention and item-feature quality

MTER: Multi-Task Explainable Recommendation [20].
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Explainable Recommendation Performance Evaluation

All state-of-the-art models are compared using top-K recommendation measure, i.e., Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). This measure is computed for top-k results of recommen-
dation based on relevance ranking. Here, quantitative evaluation is done to check and compare
the performance of the proposed Infimum-based FCA Explainable Recommendation method i.e.,
IFCAER for recommending objects/items to a user. The Automobile dataset is used to perform
experiments for calculating Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG).

Steps of calculating NDCG of IFCAER:

• In response to input search query, all matched formal concepts are extracted, and their relevance
score is given according to the matched attributes with the input concept. Relevance score is
given on scale of 0–3,

where:

‘0’ shows no relevancy (no or very fewer attributes matched)

‘3’ shows the highest relevancy (maximum attributes matched)

‘2’ and ‘3’ lies in between brackets

• Now calculate the Cumulative Gain (CG) and Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) of this
result by applying the formulas in Eqs. (9) and (10) respectively:

CGp =
p∑

i=1

reli (9)

where reli is the graded relevance of the result at position ‘i’.

DCGp =
p∑

i=1

reli

log2 (i + 1)
(10)

• For ideal ordering of the concepts i.e., from highly relevant towards less relevant, Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is calculated. NDCG is the ratio between DCG and
Ideal DCG i.e., IDCG, that arrange the concepts in ideal manner as shown in Eq. (11). So,
relevance score of the matched concepts list is ordered from high to low.

NDCGp = DCGp

IDCGp

(11)

where IDCG is the ideal DCG given in Eq. (12):

IDCGp =
|REL|p∑

i=1

2reli − 1
log2 (i + 1)

(12)

Following Tab. 7 shows the results of NDCG @ k of IFCAER and other state-of-the-art
recommendation models. IFCAER’s performance is compared and better outcomes of the system
is the result of good performance of proposed explainable recommendation framework i.e., IFCAER.

Fig. 13 shows the bar chart describing the improvement in the performance of the recommenda-
tion explanation of the proposed method compared with state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 7: Comparison of IFCAER method with state-of-the-art models based on NDCG measure @10
and @20

NDCG @ K Comparison of baselines with IFCAER method

NMF BPRMF EFM MTER IFCAER (Proposed)

10 0.0604 0.1182 0.1135 0.1362 0.5318
20 0.0829 0.1518 0.1465 0.1681 0.5814

Figure 13: Comparison of IFCAER method with state-of-the-art models based on NDCG measure
@10 and @20

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed framework of explainable recommendation used the Infimum-based FCA
(IFCAER) method, which is an addition in this field of research. Evaluations have been carried
out on real-world automobile dataset. The input concept was compared with the formal concepts of
available context i.e., dataset and FCA-based infimum formal concept was identified through different
comparisons by following the proposed algorithm. A list of findings is as follows:

• The proposed algorithm produces a relevant priority array of matched formal concepts with
the input concept

• The most specific formal concept is extracted that is maximum matched with user requirements
• It improves the quality of recommendation by explaining the specific-general relationships in

formal concepts by traversing concept lattice
• Quantitative evaluation through NDCG has been done for comparative analysis with other

methods
• Qualitative evaluation is done based on the trustworthiness metric i.e., satisfactory enough to

confirm the better results of proposed framework
• Results of the data analysis satisfy the proposition
• Results prove that IFCAER is able to improve the accuracy of recommendation system by

explaining the reason behind that with better outcomes
• IFCAER enhanced the trustworthiness of user about recommendation
• This work is applicable in different fields including health, education, and law domain

In the future, advanced research work on more methods related to explainable recommendations
is required. This framework will also be applied to citation based datasets to test its effectiveness.
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